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Summary 

We discuss the possibility of using 
electrostatic elemer.ts, instead of magnets, 
for bending and focussing :n auxiliary 
electron storage rings in the tunnels cf 
large proton accelerators. For example, in 
the proposed SSC tunnel, electron beam 
energies of -100 GeV appear to b'e possible. 
Benefits of electrostatic systems over 
conventional magnets in cost, aperture, beam 
dynamics, radiation hardness, and power are 
presented. Electrostatic element designs are 
discussed, as are applications to electron, 
anti-proton & heavy ion beams. 

Introduction 

We note the obvious: tnat the large 
SSC tunnel (82.9 km circumference) [11 is a 
significant opportunity to add an electron 
ring for e-p or e+e- collisions. Taking the 
LEP RF [2] necessary for -60 GeV operation 
as a typical limiting case im 1;;s a beam 
energy of r: -60 GeVxRSSC/RLEp)c' , or -80 
GeV/beam in tie SSC tunnel. An 80 GeV b'eam 
implies a very modest bending magnetic 
field of about -500 Gauss for a lattice with 
a dipole filling factor similar to LEP [2] 
on the scale cf the SSC. The main purpose of 
this note is to point out the amusing 
possibility that such very modest bending in 
very large circular accelerators may be 
obtainable by electrostatic rather than by 
magnetic fields. Moreover,electrostatIcs nay 
be obtainaole more cheaply and compactly. 

The electrostatic bending for a dipole 
field oriented horizontally and ,continucrusly 
along the bending radius direction [3] 1s: 

p = eEriP (1) 

wiere r is the bending radius in cm, E is 
the electric field i n kVicm, p is thf 
velocity and p is the momentum in KeVic. The 
equivalent electric to magnetic field for 
small angle bending 2s [3]: 

E(M'J/m) = 300 p B(T). (2) 

This implies an electric dipole field cf 150 
kV,/cn to maintain a LEP-like separated 
functicn lattice at 80 GeV on the SSC arcs 
(11.7 km radius) [l], or a ccntinuous dioole 
field Cf about 70 kV / cm w i t :I combined 
function bending and focrssing f for exampI e 
by sinplv i?nnerslng the electric dipole in 
xag-netic quads) Continuous bend fields 
sncoth out the raciiatio:) lo-ses over -1:~ 
x 5 0 1 e beam pipe, a n d reduce the orbit 
distcrtions from field err,ors at interfaces. 
A coctinuocs 'dipole field sf lc0 k'J/crr -,.,::;l(i 
imply a mcmentun capabil:Zy cf about 120 
GeV//c fcr lo+> nass particle be *17s in the I::C 
tunnel, and higher momenta for beams of 

lower-velocity very heavy nuclei. Even a 
conservative -40 kV/cm continuous field ~~11 
be encugh for a ZO-factory or a very 
effective e-p collider (-45 GeV/beam) .These 
fields appear to be pcssible with present 
technology, and nay result in substantial 
cost-savings over building the large numbers 
of low-field magnets. 

Dipole Field Issues 

The electric fields feasible to bend 
the electron beam depend on both the 
gradient and the maximum standoff. Field 
strengths between 50-100 kV/cm are fairly 
routine in vacuum, but require care in 
design to avoid field-emission [4]. The 
maximum dipole voltage that might be 
feasible is -600 kV [4], using +300 kV [5] 
on 2 electrodes, with a horizontal aperture 
of 6 cm at 100 kV/cm, and 12 cm at 50 kV/cm. 
A 300 kV potential is still good for 45 GeV 
at 40 kV/crr, In 3 inches. Vertical aperture 
can be made arbitrarily large simply by 
extending the plates I n the vertical 
direction. 

A large beam-pipe is required to avoid 
breakdown, but is still low-mass and 
compact.Coating surfaces with 
vacuum-formed (semi-)insulator may helz 
avoid breakdown; electrodes rely on very 
good finish (<lo p-inch). The stored energy 
in the electric field is -10 kJ and ramping 
during the slow acceleration in a 
storage-ring presents no problem. 

For a separated function machine, the 
schematic of an electric dipole is shown in 
figure 1. Two high-precision bending plate 
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electrodes are inserted into the beam pipe 
on high voltage feed-thrus 2r.c: c e r 3 :n i z 
insulators. (Note: the normal vaccum, cooling 
and shielding channels for electron mschir!es 
to the side of the beam pipe zre not shown 
in this slnple schematic represer,tati::n.) 
The bend Flates are shaped to lower t>lc 
extreme gradients at edges (D-shape5 i 1: 
figure 1;. A graded field grid at :he prc;;?!- 
equipotenzials aCross the dipsle gcJ >.:I11 
help to ensure high quality field (multipole 
correction; ever the entire aperture, a s 
will electrode shaping.The electrode siil;lp~ 
must be accurate to -O.lnm. Many variations 

are possible, i n c 1 u d 1 :I g "cos-ti't 1, ? :I .: '1~? 
electrodes cn a circle. c 0 rl>- (2 '; : *. 4 
vacuum-formed :nsulator:conductcr :r.aterl3:s 
can develop hi;:? quality s:haped field.; at 
the expense of high voltage ~cwer !I:: . 
Designs based on continuous extrusions or 
other mass-prod_ctlcn are essential. 

The leakage currents in tte insulatc)r, 
constitute one of the major power 1ossei 111 
such a machine, assllming that the 1.~ o r k -. 4'1 
bend the beam is not irreversibly lest i11 
the power supplies. Leakage c,Jrrents in tlLe 
ceramics are -p/m, imply;ng a power loss of 
less than 5, 3 '<ii for ai, SSC ring.S :ni-l:, . I 
rinFle must be < C.Cl% for stable bean. 

Non-DC I-iv schemes are hy far too I~si,~ 
unless a highly efficient energy recover:, SL 
high-Q system can be designed. 'E tc n s i de r j n y 
the prcximity cf the ;9e (or will 1'1 be LH; 
now?) system in the SSC, it is amcsi:iq to 
consider a supercond,ucting whole ri11g RF 
system for continuous e-m bendin and lo.& 
gradient acceleration, unt:l one tries to 
accomodate the syrchrotron radlatlon load. 

‘c1 u 1"fJ Ouads 

Typical quadru?cle gradien s are of the 
order of 13 Y/m [71 in a machine of !x!llS 
size and magnetic quads may be incorporated 
around the (non-magnetic) vac.ullm pipe with 
no loss of benc, gradlent, superimFosin,, the 
magnetic quad field directly on the elecrric 
dipole field. In the e?e,zzrostazic z;se, 
these gradients c'orrespond tz an -Imposs;?~l- 
300 k’J/cm/cm. However, the tota? lenjti. of 
qLiads 1s -lc'-20% of the total length, art!: a 
continua-s quadrupole electrostatic gradient 
of 30-50 k:~/cn/cr;r superimposed on the dipole 
field may be a feasible but d:fficul-~ 
possibility in order to achieve continuous 
AG or w e a ic focussing or to sc331enenr 
magnetic focussing (like RFQ :echnc~lcg\z). 
Some electrostatic quad designs include 
four hyperbolic equipcrenrial s u r f 3 c e s 
(Figure 2) [8:,[5!, or double helix secti,;;:-s 
of electrodes [lo]. Ti:c hyperboilc Gs '1 2 '. 
produces a harncnic potcctial ~,co:~st.::.: 
gradient]; more extreme electrode shapes art< 
as found in RF,2 machines. As an exzmplc cc r 
simultaneously producing dipole a::~: 
quadrupole components with rl hyperhoiio 
section, the 2 negative pcterriils (-V-*2) 
in the horizontal plane of Figure 2 could be 
replaced by (-ZV,-V), or C-V,O), etc. This 
requires alternating Fositive and negative 
biases periodically around the ring ZC 
maintain equal focussing in all coord-nates, 
for example by replacing (-V,-V) in Figure 2 

by (+V,-2V), etc. Note tha': this is similar 
to the destructive dipole mode in an RFQ 

i 

\ 

1 
Fig. 2. Schematic of an electrostatic 
quadrupole 

which normally 1s to be avoided, but which 
is helpful in this case [12]. Ntote that many 
electrcstatic elements focus achromatically 
in both coordinates, a big plus. 

whrctron RadiatlontiVaCu'um 

A primary difficulty is synchrctron 
radlstion in conjunction with high 
transverse accelerating electric fields. A 
large electron and ion flux pumped by the 
radiation power [13] of about 25 i4W in the 
case of an 80 GeV 2 rrtA machine could cause 
not only breakdown from secondary emission, 
but a large power loss from electron 
currents as well. Note, however, that the 
radiated power is spread over a ccnsiderably 
larger beam pipe than is normal in a 
magnetic machine. 

The outer (away from machine center) 
electrode incorporates a center section cf a 
fine grid to reduce the effect of x-ray 
?ump>ng by intercepting only small fraction 
of the x-rays, transmitting the rest 
directlgs to a trapping channel. The inner 
wall, subject to the transverse electrcn 
current, may be made transparent to 
electrons by means of a secondary electrode 
to pull the electrons through the nesh. 

It IS important to ncte that although 
the electrons are strongly accelerated in 
the electrcstatic case, they are not trapped 
as in the magnetic case. The natural 
"clearing field" and separation of the ion 
species in this type of bend may actually 
reduce the total effect of synchrotron 
radiation, despite enhanced field-emission 
prozesses. Lastly, synchrctron x-rays cannot 
damage nagnets in a design without them. 

Engine--ir7 and Cc'stz -a- 

It is essential to prove that simple and 
cheap designs ar? feasible using a short 
model, inserteci into an elctron storage 
ring. Experience with electrostatic bean 
separators may be a useful guide.If complex 
structures an d exotic materials are 
necessary to avoid breakdown or synchrctron 
radiation effects, then the device is 
useless as an inexpensive alternatIve to 
low-field magnets.Less than 1000 T Of 
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stainless steel are expected to be required 
for the vacuum pipe/electrode structure, and 
could be a modest cost. The RF system 
required for 80 GeV ape-ation is of the 
o=der of $lOOM using the plans for the LEP 7 
MeV/m superconducting RF as a g.Jicie 11-1. 
The vacuum system will also be costly, and 
can be estimated from LEP, although 
modification for use with the electrostatics 
mustbe studied. The HV is less than -$20~. 

t Applicatipns 

Several other interesting applications 
of electrosratic elements are Fossijle: 

Hiat Energy Electrcn Cooling 

An a.Jxillary electron ring in for high 
energy electron cooling nay be easily 
obtainable because an electric field cf less 
than -10 kV/cm is sufficient to produce a 
co-moving electron beam in any proton ring 
tunnel (by virtue of mp/me and equation 2), 
and could be brought to bear on the protons 
in every available straight-section of the 
machine. Since the luminosity is already 
very high in the SSC design, t:his may not be 
interesting. However, this may generally be 
useful for improving space-charge a I1 d 
aperture limitaticns 

2 1 Ions and Anti-Pro-ens 

Heavy ion beams may be accelerated in 
these devices effectivelv beta-se of the 
l/veloc:ty dependence of <he bending force. 
A ring capable of 80 Ge'? electrons is 
capable of accelerat ir.g singlv ionized 
Uranium ions tc about 150 GeV/c. >or highly 
cooled anti-protons, which are being brought 
to rest, electrostatic technology is 
interesting for momenta below -100 r,leV/c. 

Electrostatic bending may be an 
interesting methoc: of obtaining high 
energies in outer space, because of the low 
mass and power of the bending components in 
weightless, high vacuum conditions. NiOblurr 
magnet technology typically has masses -503 
kg/m. TO obtain the same bending 
electrostatically typically requires -500 
m/m of magnet. Therefore, if an 
electrostatic structure can be fabricated 
for zero-g and space vacuum in the hugh 
areas availabmle in space for substantially 
less than 1 kg/m, then electrostatic 
structures become very competitive in space. 
An ultra-large combined dipole-quad 
aerospace structure may be feasible at -10 
km/ton of material boosted to orbit. 

lusioo 

The use of electrostatic bending and 
focussing may have uses in high energy 
accelerators of enormous sizes, particularly 
in the case of electrons in the SSC tunnel. 
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